
When it comes to homes, we know everyone has their own preferences and quirks so 
we’ve made it even easier for you to let you cleaner know exactly what you’re looking 
for. This checklist is really easy to use:

1. Our timing guide will help give you an idea of how long each room takes. This can 
vary depending on size of room, furnishings, etc.

2. Prioritise and tick the key things around your home that you’d like for this clean
3. Your cleaner will use this checklist to help give you your personalised clean

   Kitchen (1 hour)
Wash dishes or place them in dishwasher
Wipe cupboards & handles
Clean work surfaces
Dust & wipe kitchen appliances (fridge, toaster)
Clean hob & wipe front of oven
Clean sink & polish taps

      Bedroom (15 min per bedroom)
Number of bedrooms
Fold any clothes
Make bed & fold any blankets
Dust headboard
Wipe down all surfaces

    Bathroom (45 min per bathroom)
Number of bathrooms  
Clean fittings (towel rack, toilet base, etc.)
Clean bathtub/shower/sink
Wipe down tiled surfaces
Clean toilet with toilet cleaner & separate cloth
Shake out bath mat

      Time calculator 
Based on the boxes you’ve ticked and the time 
estimates we’ve provided, add up how much time you 
think you’ll need and write it down below.

Not given yourself enough time? 
No worries, it happens all the time! You can just let your 
cleaner know and they can add some more cleaning 
magic to your booking.

     Want something really fancy?
Go on, treat yourself! We offer all these services 
below so whether you want a spring clean or just a 
break from the endless pile of ironing, we can help! 

    Oven cleaning (1h)      Cupboard cleaning (1h)

    Fridge cleaning (1h)      Ironing (6 shirts per hour)

      Living room and other rooms (20 min)
Wipe down and tidy coffee table
Dust & clean surfaces (e.g. under objects)
Vacuum any rugs

  In every room (5 min per task)
Air out room
Remove rubbish
Dust shelves, drawers, window sills
Clean any mirrors
Wipe door handles, light switches & sockets
Vacuum floor
Mop floor

      Cleaner Section
After your clean, make sure to have a look here to 
see if your cleaner had any notes for you. This could 
be anything from specifics about your clean or 
cleaning materials needed to make your home shine 
even brighter next time.
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I need                   hours of cleaning.


